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INFORMATION SECURITY SOLUTIONS EUROPE ANNOUNCES 2015
CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION SUPPORTERS
Adobe, SerNet, Cryptomathic, Secunet and G+H Netwerk-Design

Information Security Solutions Europe (ISSE 2015), Europe’s leading independent, interdisciplinary
security conference and exhibition, today announced Adobe, SerNet, Cryptomathic, Secunet and G+H
Netwerk-Design as supporters of the 17th annual event.
ISSE 2015 takes place on 10th and 11th November at the Palace Hotel Berlin, Germany, where more
than 400 private and public sector delegates will focus on the theme of making Europe a safer place
to do business, addressing issues of cybersecurity, cybercrime, e-identity, data privacy and protect,
trust and regulation.
Marketing Manager at Cryptomathic, Stefan Hansen comments: “ISSE is a very attractive conference
for Cryptomathic, with trust services, eID, cloud and mobile security amongst ISSE´s key topics for this
17th edition in Berlin. For almost two decades, Cryptomathic has pioneered solutions in these fields
and we have provided innovative security technology for some of the most successful deployments
across Europe.” Hansen adds: “ISSE gathers a unique community of experts to address the relevant
and pressing topics in the industry, which makes it a natural step for Cryptomathic to participate and
present its latest innovations at this forum.”

At ISSE 2015 G+H Netzwerk-Design will present its daccord software – a professional product in the
area of access Governance which monitors and controls the granting of access rights and thus prevents
unauthorised internal data access.

The Event Director at ISSE 2015 organisers, Revolutions Events, is Deborah Puxty-Ward and she
comments: “We would like to thank all of our supporters for their contribution to making ISSE 2015
the biggest and best in its history. The team is also proud that for a second consecutive year Adobe
has chosen to be the platinum supporter of the event. We look forward to revealing the full agenda
for ISSE 2015 in the next few months.”
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Adobe, SerNet, Cryptomathic, Secunet and G+H Netwerk-Design join ISSE 2015 partners EEMA and
TeleTrusT who founded the event in 1999 as an initiative of the European Commission Directorate
General Information Society.
There are still opportunities available to support ISSE 2015 including sponsorships, exhibitor space and
media partnerships. To discuss contact Deborah Puxty-Ward at Revolution Events on Tel: +44 (0)1892
820 936 or Email: deborah.puxty@eema.org
About ISSE
Information Security Solutions Europe (ISSE) was founded in 1999 as an initiative of the European
Commission Directorate General Information Society. The sixteenth annual ISSE conference will take
place in Berlin, Germany on 10th and 11th November 2015 and is supported by the European
Commission, EEMA, ENISA, TeleTrusT and The European Security Innovation Network.
URL: www.isse.eu.com
Twitter: @ISSEconference
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